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Frank Chiarenza, Shirley Smith, Marc Christoph, SG March 2005 

The Production of Pressed Opalin Glass 
in Glassworks Vallérysthal & Portieux from 1915 to 2005 
Would a dream come true for collectors or a nightmare? 

Shirley Smith: 
Dear Siegmar, 

I continue to wade through piles of information in revi-
sing my hen on nest documentation. I have a couple of 
questions which I hope you might answer: 

1. Glasmarken Lexikon by Carolus Hartmann: does it 
show the label often seen on Vallérysthal or Portieux 
glass that says "Opal Veritable" or "Opaline Veritable?" 
I would like to know when this label was used and if it 
was a factory label or a label that was put on the glass 
by a French exporter or an American importer. 

2. Were Vallérysthal or Portieux glass items made in 
opaque glass (milk glass, slag glass, or green or blue) 
after 1915 (after World War I)? 

3. Is the current factory that makes pieces from old Val-
lerysthal / Portieux moulds making them in any type of 
glass other than crystal? 

I sincerely appreciate any comments you can offer. 
Shirley in Charleston, WV 

Frank Chiarenza: 
Hello Siegmar 

I do not have a copy of Carolus Hartmann's Glasmarken 
Lexikon, as I know it is very rare and too expensive for 
me to buy. I believe you must have a copy, however. 
Will you please check to see if there is a listing for the 
trademark or label "Opal Veritable"? 

I have some milk glass pieces with that label (it is gold 
with black print, and I think it is rather new ... perhaps 
not earlier than 1950 or 1960. It may have some connec-
tion with Portieux because some of the pieces I know 
are of Portieux origin (f.i. a hen and a bird egg cup). 
Because Hartmann's book registers marks only until 
1945, I suspect this label may not be included in its lis-
tings. 

Thank you for your help. Frank 

Siegmar Geiselberger: 

Hello Shirley, 

1. I didn’t read or hear anything about this label „Opal 
Veritable“ until now from You. 

2. I believe that V & P made opaque coloured glass till 
1939 (WWII) and after WWII. 

3. I believe that P now only makes clear and coloured 
transparent glass which is sold in the old abandoned 
glasswork of V. 

I will forward Your questions to Marc Christoph, I am 
sure he knows all the answers! 

Hello Frank, 

I just got a mail from Shirley Smith with a very similar 
question which I could not answer. I forwarded it to 
Marc Christoph who certainly will be able to answer it 
and I will forward it to Mr. Hartmann. I have the book 
Carolus Hartmann, Glasmarken-Lexikon, from 1997, 
but I could not find that label. I never read something 
about it until Your questions. 

With best regards, Siegmar Geiselberger 

Marc Christoph: 

These two labels were found in glass work Portieux. 
Certainly these labels were attached to all glass items 
not only to those which would be exported. They could 
be used about 1970, maybe earlier. 

Abb. 2005-2/xxx 
Round label, colours Gold / Red 
„OPALINE DE LORRAINE VERRERIE DE PORTIEUX 
FRANCE“ 
this label was glued to glass items 
Collection Christoph 

 

 
Abb. 2005-2/xxx 
Barocque label, colours Gold / Blue 
„Fabrication à la main Opaline de Lorraine véritable“ 
[Handmade, genuine Opalin from Lorraine] 
this label was attached to glass items with a little cord, it 
could not be glued 
Collection Christoph 
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Abb. 2005-2/xxx 
label as swinging ribbon, colours Gold / Black 
„OPALE VÉRITABLE“ 
this label was glued to glass items 
lamp with roses, opaque blue press-blown glass, Portieux, 
about 1970 
Collection Christoph 

 

 

 
Abb. 2005-2/xxx 
label as swinging ribbon, colours Gold / Black 
„OPALE VÉRITABLE“ 
egg cup, opaque blue pressed glass, maker unknown, 
about 1970, maybe Portieux 
Sammlung Chiarenza 

 

Abb. 2005-2/xxx 
label as swinging ribbon, colours Gold / Black 
„VÉRITABLE OPALINE DECOR MAIN EDBER“ 
[Genuine Opaline hand decorated EDBER (?)] 
this label was glued to glass items 
footed bowl, opaque white pressed glass, maker unknown, 
about 1970, maybe Portieux 
Collection Christoph 

 

 

Vallérysthal und Portieux made opaque glass (Milk 
Glass) also after 1915, for instance look for catalogue 
Portieux 1933. 

Vallérysthal und Portieux made Opalin Glass for many 
more years. The photos of a publication (look for follo-
wing pages) show pictures of pressed glass which is 
known very well, f.i. „coq“, „vase main“, „sucrier ana-
nas“, either in colourless clear glass or in opaque white, 
blue or rose Opalin Glass. They are not translucent or 
transparent. The lower part of this publication was clip-
ped away, maybe there was a date. The printed line 
„Compagnie Française du Cristal“ (CFC) provides an 
interesting evidence: CFC was a merger of five glass 
works Vannes-le-Châtel, Bayel-Fains, Vallérysthal-
Portieux and was founded 1971. With this document we 
are able to prove that Vallérysthal & Portieux produced 
Opalin Glass in old press moulds at least until 1971. 
Now we understand better why so much items from the-
se moulds in opaque blue or white glass are found at 
flea markets. 
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Vallérysthal & Portieux produced Opalin Glass also af-
ter 1971, look for „variations cubiques“ (see photo of 
another publication; maybe about 1980). This Opalin 
Glass is translucent. One can buy these items also no-
wadays in the shop in the old glass work of Vallé-
rysthal. 

Abb. 2005-1/xxx 
Publication „Cristal de Portieux“, about 1980 
“Variations cubiques Cristal et opaline blanche“ 

 

 
Abb. 2005-2/xxx 
Covered dish „Dromedary“, pressed Opalin Glass 
experimental item, Portieux, about 2001 
Collection Christoph 

 

 

 

This arises the question why Vallérysthal & Portieux do 
not produce more pressed glass from old moulds. I 
asked glass workers in Portieux 2001 to produce for me 
some items from old moulds in Opalin Glass again. The 
covered sugar dish „Dromedary“ was elected and pres-
sed as an experiment. It was not successful as one can 
see on the photos. The head is nearly opaque white with 
some transparent blue, the body is completely transpa-
rent. From this evidence one can assume that Opalin 
Glass was used maybe since 1840, certainly since 1870, 
with these press moulds at least until 1971, that is more 
than 100 years! 

This failure does not mean that it is no more possible 
today to produce Opalin Glass. The recipes especially of 
opaque Opalin Glass from 1971 are no mystery. The 
problem is that Opalin glass destroys the glass pots too 
fast so I was said. 

Abb. 2005-2/xxx 
Reproductions of old pressed items 
Shop in the abandoned glass work Vallérysthal 
Photo Christoph 
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Abb. 2005-2/xxx 
Reproductions of old pressed items 
Shop in the abandoned glass work Vallérysthal 
Photo Christoph 

 

 

Today the glass workers of Vallérysthal & Portieux still 
use the same press moulds which are designed in the old 
catalogues. Mrs & Mr. Valentin planned to write an ar-
ticle about this theme for Pressglas-Korrespondenz. 
Therefore I made many photos in glass work Portieux. I 
was allowed to search for the old moulds in Vallérysthal 
and Portieux: whether they are complete, whether they 
can be used again and what moulds are available in the 

two glass works. This is a long, difficult and hard job, 
but also very interesting. As You will have noticed one 
can find more and more pressed items from Vallérysthal 
& Portieux in clear and transparent coloured glass at 
flea markets and at eBay. 

Abb. 2005-2/xxx 
Part of old press moulds 
Store in glass work Portieux 
Photo Christoph 

 

 

Consider for one moment what would happen when 
Vallérysthal & Portieux would produce all available i-
tems from old moulds and bring them to the markets. 
Would a dream come true for collectors or a nightmare? 
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Abb. 2005-2/xxx 
Publication „Verreries de Portieux 1725“ „Compagnie Française du Cristal“, after 1971 
Page 1: opaque blue pressed glass, match holder „Main“ [Hand], catalogue Portieux 1933, Pl. 110, "porte-allumettes" Nr. 1587 
page 2: opaque blue and white pressed glass, with 2 exceptions all items in catalogue Portieux 1933 
exceptions: 5 Coupe "Blida", cat. Vallérysthal 1907, Pl. 219, Nr. 3508, 10 Sucrier "Ananas", cat. Vallérysthal 1908, Pl. 304, Nr. 3763 
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Abb. 2005-2/xxx 
Publication „Verreries de Portieux 1725“ „Compagnie Française du Cristal“, after 1971 
Page 3: opaque white and clear pressed glass 
page 4/17: opaque blue pressed glass, match holder „Main“ [Hand], catalogue Portieux 1933, Pl. 110, "porte-allumettes" Nr. 1587 
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Abb. 2005-2/xxx 
Reproductions of old pressed items, transparent blue, Shop in the abandoned glass work Vallérysthal, Photo Christoph 

 
 

Abb. 2005-2/xxx 
Reproductions of old pressed items, Shop in the abandoned glass work Vallérysthal, Photo Geiselberger, October 2002 
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Abb. 2005-2/xxx 
Reproductions of old pressed items, Shop in the abandoned glass work Vallérysthal, Photo Geiselberger, October 2002 

 

 

Look also for: 

PK 2000-3 Haanstra, Vallérysthal 2000 
PK 2002-1 Valentin, Bilder von einer Tagesreise nach Portieux und Vallerýsthal Ende 2001 
PK 2002-5 SG, Die Glasfabriken Vallerýsthal und Troisfontaines im Herbst 2002 
 


